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QUESTION 1

What statement best describes the "isi devices" command? 

A. Displays drive status, serial number and bay number 

B. Displays device firmware information including NVRAM 

C. Node level health check command 

D. Cluster level health check command 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which job engine v2.0 component runs on a node, communicates with the job coordinator and coordinates tasks with
the three managers on the cluster? 

A. Director 

B. Coordinator 

C. Managers 

D. Workers 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which log file contains information about possible drive errors? 

A. isi_radish.log 

B. diskpools.log 

C. isi_hdfs_d.log 

D. isi_hwmon.log 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What are SNMP traps? 

A. Messages reporting a condition, sent from the SNMP agent to the SNMP manager 



B. Messages requesting reports, sent from the SNMP manager to the SNMP agent 

C. Messages generated by the SNMP manager when it can no longer contact the SNMP agent 

D. Messages generated by the SNMP agent when it can no longer contact the SNMP manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Where does the SNMP agent reside? 

A. On each cluster node 

B. On one cluster node, until that node fails 

C. On the management server 

D. On the network monitoring station 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is an important consideration when upgrading a cluster from OneFS 6.5.x.x to OneFS 7.0.x.x? 

A. Disk pools may need to be reconfigured. 

B. SmartConnect may need to be reconfigured. 

C. SnapshotIQ may need to be reconfigured. 

D. SmartQuotas will have to be reset. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has received an alert regarding a disk drive failure on node 2 of a 4 node cluster running OneFS 7.x. What
isi command should be used to investigate which disk has the problem? 

A. isi devices -d 2 

B. isi status -d 2 

C. isi devices -n 2 

D. isi config >>> status 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 8

What is the function of the SmartConnect service IP? 

A. Used by a DNS server to forward SmartConnect zone lookups to the cluster 

B. Defines the name that clients use when connecting to the cluster across the network 

C. Acts as a DNS server IP address to answer questions for top level domain 

D. Resolves cluster names only does not resolve external names 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which command should be used to verify the cluster\\'s node firmware? 

A. isi firmware status 

B. isi firmware upgrade 

C. isi firmware package 

D. isi_radish 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What best describes sysctl commands? 

A. Only used with senior support guidance 

B. Are approved as public commands 

C. Have limited risk to cluster performance 

D. Are well documented and provide warnings when changed 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

In what form does Isilon\\'s SmartConnect SIP answer DNS queries? 

A. An authoritative answer 

B. A non-authoritative answer 



C. A positive answer 

D. A negative answer 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What would the "tracert" command help determine when troubleshooting client connection issues? 

A. Identify whether multiple paths exist and if one is down 

B. Can measure RTT and Whois information 

C. Tests IP connectivity and Dead Gateway Detection D. The current TCP/IP configuration from the client 

Correct Answer: A 
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